www.mcnultykorea.co.kr

Annual Sales(2017)

USD 30,979,284.37

Export Amount(2017) USD 51,228
USA, China, Canada, Vietnam,
Thailand, Taiwan etc.
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baby goods

Do not compare with a
regular instant coffee. iBrew
Instant Roasted Coffee
almost reachs to a fresh
brewed coffee. Mcnulty
roasted coffee was created
by instant freezing method
and blended with cryogenic
micro grinded premium
coffee beans. We use 100%
natural roasted Arabica
coffee to create a blend of
instant and micro ground
coffee, so you can experience
its intense, smoky flavor
anytime, anywhere.

Drip-bag
Coffee
With Mcnulty drip coffee, it doesn’t matter
where you are - on a camping trip,
a hiking or even at the office - Easy to enjoy
a rich aroma and smooth taste of
coffee. Just tear open a packet, add hot
water, and stir. Then enjoy the delicious
coffee with that sweet, deep flavor.The
natural component of the coffee bean is
sufficiently brewed. When extracting the
coffee, the hot water remains within
the filter for about 20 seconds and does not
directly flow through the filter.

Mcnulty
Golden Mocha
Classic

Brazil
Arabica Coffee
Mix

Mcnulty has developed
various type of instant
coffee based on the high
quality coffee extracted
from premium - level coffee
beans only and is currently
exporting them to markets all
the world. And also Mcnulty
Golden Mocha Classic has
reasonable price. Mcnulty
instant coffee mix is flavorful
without being overly bold, for
a delightfully gracious cup - in
an instant.

Mcnulty has developed
various type of instant
coffee based on the high
quality coffee extracted
from premium - level Arabica
coffee beans only and is
currently exporting them to
markets all the world. Mcnulty
instant coffee mix is flavorful
without being overly bold, for
a delightfully gracious cup - in
an instant. Only used
natural casein creamer.

FOB Price

Negotiable

FOB Price

Negotiable

FOB Price

Negotiable

FOB Price

Negotiable

M.O.Q.

Negotiable

M.O.Q.

Negotiable

M.O.Q.

Negotiable
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Target
Customer

Adult,
Office worker etc.

Target
Customer

Adult,
Office worker etc.

Target
Customer

Adult,
Office worker etc.

Target Customer

Adult, Office worker etc.

Target
Countries

Vietnam, Thailand,
Singapore, USA etc.

Target
Countries

Vietnam, Thailand,
Singapore, USA etc.

Target
Countries

Vietnam, Thailand,
Singapore, USA etc.

Target Countries

Vietnam, Thailand, Singapore,
USA etc.
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Quality

Distinction

Rating Region

living

living

iBrew Instant
Roasted
Coffee

fashion

food

Reliability

food

Price

Mcnulty has developed various type of
instant coffee based on natural casein
creamer and the high quality coffee
extracted from premium-level Arabica
coffee beans only and is currently
exporting them to markets all the world.
iBrew Instant Roasted Coffee almost
reaches to a fresh brewed coffee.
Mcnulty roasted coffee was created by
instant freezing method and blended
with cryogenic micro grinded premium
coffee beans. We use 100% natural
roasted Arabica coffee to create a blend
of instant and micro ground coffee, so
you can experience its intense, smoky
flavor anytime, anywhere.

baby goods

Golden Mocha Classic, iBrew
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Beauty

KOREA MCNULTY CO., LTD.

Homepage

fashion

Beauty

Manufacturing / OEM & ODM

#coffee #Korean no.1 coffee
#instant coffee

Contact Point
Tony Kang
+82-2-332-3226(716)
tonykang@mcnulty.com
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